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Abstract
Unwanted packets have been at the heart of many of the problems on the Internet in the last
few years. Small scale attacks on individual network nodes have since spread to every layer of
the protocol stack. Large numbers of compromised machines are used to launch a wide range
of distributed attacks. Spam has clogged networks and phishing is a growing component of the
attacks.
The first part of the talk presents a taxonomy of the attacks as well as the variety of existing
and proposed mechanisms to deter them. A range of proposed solutions ranging from
prevention, establishing identity, intrusion and anomaly detection, deflection, filtering, and
traceback are examined. The second part will cover an economic disincentives based anti-spam
scheme called SHRED (Spam Harassment Reduction via Economic Disincentives) that aims to
add monetary cost to senders of such unwanted mail while allowing legitimate mail to be
exchanged at no cost to users and in the same manner as today. I will speculate on why the
scheme has gone nowhere.
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